
Curriculum Vitea 

-Medea Mahomoud 

-Mobile:00963935935724- Email: mida2020@hotmal.com 

-Address: Syria- Alhassakah- Qameshlie- Alqsour district 

-Highly organized, independent, creative, resourceful and flexible self-starter. 
Particular strength in bridging cultural gaps among people through 
education and interpersonal relations. 

-Passionate, eager and a quick learner. Always open to new ideas and 
challenges. 

Key skills: 

-A skilled communicator, able to maintain cultural sensitivity, establish 
rapport with members of diverse groups, and promote team cohesiveness. 

-Able to effectively coordinate tasks to accomplish projects with timeliness 
and creativity. 

-Able to adapt to changing priorities and maintain a positive attitude and 
strong work ethic. 

-Social media 

Languages:  

Mother tongue: Arabic and Kurdish 

Other languages: 

 English French Bulgarian Turkish German Russian 

speaking fluent85% Fluent90% Fluent98% Basic30% Basic30% basic40% 

reading fluent100% Fluent100% Fluent100% Basic30% Basic30 basic40% 

writing Fluent90% Fluent100% Fluent100% Basic30% Basic30% basic40% 

 

-IT skills (MS office and Internet navigation). 

Qualifications: 

Bachelor Degree in Pharmacy, Sofia Medicine Academy, Bulgaria 

(1984-1990) 

Science degree: Mathematics, Physics, Biology (Secondary Degree) 
Qameshlie city (1983-1984) 

Work history: 



-Work in private Pharmacy since 1990 

-Founder of Kurdish Syrian women's association (2006) 

-Member of Leader council In Dad human rights organization in Qameshlie 
city, Responsible for Qameshlie branch of the organization and the women 
rights committee (2013-2014) 

-Reading lectures and managing of numerous seminars on violence against 
women and the Kurdish youth in the city of Qameshlie, and several cities and 
towns. 

-Trained a workshop on monitoring and documenting human rights 
violations in cooperation with the Kurdish Reform Party Office. 

-Trained a workshop on women's empowerment in the cities of Hasakah, 
Qameshlie and Derbasiyah in cooperation with Dad organization 

-Trained about women's rights to Radio Hivi fm workers within 3 days in 
August 16 up to 18 inclusive. 

-Wrote a research about Violence against women (2008) 

-Wrote a research about Kurdish life in Syria (2010). 

-Editor in knn.tv site (women corner) 2005-2006 

-Founder and Admin of a facebook page (Association of Kurdish Syrian 
women) since (2012). 

-Founder and admin of a closed women's group (Women Ca 

ffee)since (2015) 
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Dad human rights organization – Member of general secretariat. 
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